We report a long coherence length, high power, and wide tuning range wavelength linearly swept fiber mode-locked laser based on polygon scanning filters. An output power of 52.6 mW with 112 nm wavelength tuning range at 62.6 kHz sweeping rate has been achieved. The coherence length is long enough to enable imaging over 8.1 mm depth when the sensitivity decreases by 8.7 dB (1/e 2 ). The Fourier components are still distinguishable when the ranging depth exceeds 15 mm, which corresponds to 30 mm optical path difference in air. The parameters that are critical to OCT imaging quality such as polygon filter linewidth, the laser coherence length, output power, axial resolution and the Fourier sensitivity have been investigated theoretically and experimentally. Since the wavelength is swept linearly with time, an analytical approach has been developed for transforming the interference signal from equidistant spacing in wavelength to equidistant spacing in frequency. Axial resolution of 7.9 μm in air has been achieved experimentally that approaches the theoretical limit.
Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) [1] is finding widespread applications in biomedical imaging, with micrometer spatial resolution [2, 3] and its Doppler extension can image blood flow with velocity ranging from 0.02 to 100 mm/s [4] . High-speed wavelength-swept light sources have become available, and OCT techniques have been improved with Fourier domain measurements [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The wavelength tuning range determines the axial spatial resolution, while the time of a complete wavelength scan corresponds to an A-line data acquisition; therefore, the repetition rate of the light sources determinates the imaging frame rate. Yun et al. experimentally reported a high-speed wavelength-swept laser source using a polygon-scanner-based wavelength filter [12] . Approximately 20 mW output power with repetition rates at 115 kHz based on polygon scanner [10] and 370 kHz using scan FabryPerot filters [13, 14] have also been achieved experimentally.
For effective lasing, photons are required to have sufficient resonant times within the laser cavity for building up the optical power and narrowing the spectral linewidth through mode competition before being coupled out. This typically requires the laser cavity to be short enough to reduce the optical round-trip time of the resonant photons when the wavelength is swept. However, it is very difficult in practice to build a very short fiber cavity since fiber components are typically tens of millimeters in length and need to be spliced together. This significantly limits the performance of high-speed, wavelength-swept fiber lasers, imposing a trade-off between the wavelength sweep rates versus output power, coherence length and wavelength tuning range [11, 12] . An alternative approach to achieve sufficient resonance for a certain frequency component is to use a long fiber delay line. For a specific speed of the bandpass transmission filter, those frequency components are delayed and pass the filter at the exact time when the transmission of the filter is at the next spectral position. Therefore, the retuned photons are synchronized to the transmission filter. This synchronization technique is called Fourier domain mode locking (FDML) [12] [13] [14] [15] and generates short optical pulses in the frequency domain. It is similar to the conventional mode-locked lasers that generate short optical pulses in the time domain.
In this paper, we report on a long coherence length, high power and wide tuning range wavelength-swept mode-locked fiber laser for OCT imaging. An output power of 52.6 mW with 112 nm wavelength tuning range centered at 1320 nm at sweeping rate of 62.6 kHz has been achieved. To the best of our knowledge, this is the most powerful wavelength-swept light source reported to date. The coherence length is long enough to enable ranging depth over 8.1 mm with only an 8.7 dB decrease in sensitivity and the Fourier components are still detectable when the ranging depth is over 15 mm. An analytical expression has been developed for transforming the interference signal from equidistant spacing in wavelength (λ-space) to equidistant spacing in frequency (k-space) for fast Fourier transform (FFT). An axial resolution of 7.9 μm in air or 5.8 μm in tissue (assuming the refractive index is 1.3) has been achieved, which approaches the theoretically limit. The laser output power with respect to the driving current, polygon rotation frequency, and axial resolutions have been investigated experimentally.
Theory for OCT signal processing

Coherence length of Laser sources
For a typical fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI), as shown in Fig. 1(c) , a laser beam is split into two through a 3 dB fiber coupler and each of these beams is then aligned with a fiber collimator and reflected by a mirror. The two reflected beams are re-coupled back into the fiber and meet at the 3 dB fiber coupler to produce an interference signal. The interference signals output from the circulator and the 3 dB coupler have an inversed phase and thus can be measured by a balanced detector with an enhanced sensitivity. The output of the balanced detector can be expressed as
where z 2 is the optical path difference, 
where the DC component and the initial constant phase φ have been neglected for simplicity, 
k-space
When the frequency of the light source is not swept linearly with time, an accurate and reliable transformation of the interference output to equidistant spacing in frequency (k-space) is critical for FFT to enable a high axial resolution. For AD converter cards with a clock input for triggering, a MZI is usually employed [11, 12] and extra electronics are therefore required to generate a TTL clocking signal. The timing jitter of the clocking signal can be a problem and would seriously degrade the axial resolution. For polygon scanner based wavelengthswept light sources, the wavelength varies highly linearly in time, which offers an analytical approach to convert the interference output to equidistant frequency signal for FFT. Defining a new time stream ' t to replace the time variable t in Eq. (2) as
The Eq. (3) reduces to
where
, the constant phase has been ignored for simplicity. To obtain an equal frequency spaced signal
requires only to re-map the signal with a new time stream of
, where N is the total number of samples of the signal, and i' that can be solved by Eq. (3) is usually not an integer and an interpretation operation may be required. Since this is an analytical calculation and interpretation, the processing time is negligible compared to the time required for Fourier transformation. We will demonstrate that this analytical technique can provide a signal with an accurate equidistant spacing in frequency, and therefore, the resolution of the point spread function (PSF) is in good agreement with theoretical calculation.
Fourier detectable range, sensitivity, and axial resolution
The discrete Fourier transform is commonly expressed as Since the Fourier spectrum has two positive and negative Fourier frequency components, the maximum detectable axial range ( max z ) corresponds to the maximum detectable Fourier frequency that can be obtained when these two opposite Fourier frequencies superimpose at 2
This maximum detectable range corresponds to the signal sampling rate of two samples every interference period, which is generally not sufficient to describe a periodical signal accurately, thus resulting in a low signal-to-noise ratio. . By measuring this peak sensitivity as a function of the depth z, the profile of ( ) z a 0 or the coherence length of the light source can be determined.
When a signal is shaped with an evolution profile, the signal can be simply treated as a shaping profile multiplying a signal with a top-hat profile. The Fourier transformation is therefore the convolution of the Fourier transforms of the shaping profile and the top-hat profile signal. For a typical Gaussian shaping profile as
, the normalized Fourier sensitivity is thus
where ⊗ indicates a convolution operation, . The axial resolution is thus the axial step 0 z Δ , given by Eq. (4). Simulation shows the side lobes of the sinc profile can be suppressed by the operation of the convolution at the expense of degrading the depth resolution, which is in good agreement with our experimental results.
Experiments and results
A broad-bandwidth semiconductor optical amplifier (Covega BOA1017) was used as a laser gain medium. A fiber-optic collimator (OZ Optics, focal length of 10 mm, diameter of 2.2 mm) was used to couple the light between the fiber and the polygon filter. Two achromatic lenses (Thorlabs, AC254-075-C & AC254-040-C) with focal lengths of f 1 =75mm and f 2 =40 mm were used to construct the confocal telescope system. An 830 line/mm diffraction grating (Newport 53004BK) was the dispersion component. A 72-facet polygon mirror (Lincoln Laser, SA34) was used to sweep the wavelength. By inserting a 3.3 km fiber delay line into a 7 m long ring laser cavity, we could alternate between mode-locked and short cavity lasers operation, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The polygon based scanning filter is shown in Fig. 1(b) . When a parallel beam is incident on the diffraction grating, the rays with the same wavelengths are diffracted by the grating to the same direction. The diffracted rays are then redirected by the confocal telescope and illuminate the polygon mirror and the end mirror. The end mirror reflects back the light to the polygon mirror and finally couples to the fiber through the fiber collimator to realize resonance. Clearly, only the beam with specific wavelength components at specific time can pass the polygon filter and return to the laser cavity. The maximum wavelength tuning range is the free spectral range ( FSR λ Δ ) that is determined by the number of the polygon facets (N), focal lengths of the two lenses and the grating period (Λ) as
Spinning the polygon mirror in clockwise direction produces a positive wavelength tuning in the configuration as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The linewidth of the polygon filter was ~ 0.2 nm when the beam was incident at an angle of 69°. In order to synchronize the optical resonance to the polygon scanning filter, the optical round-trip time must match the time between two neighboring sweeping period or its harmonics. The sweeping frequency is then expressed as 
where L is the fiber physical length and n eff is the effective refractive index of the fiber core, c is the light velocity in vacuum, and M is the order of the harmonic. In order to reduce the fiber loss and potential dispersion effect, the fundamental mode (M=1) was used in our experiments. Obviously, when the sweeping frequency is tuned around the center modelocked frequency, the returned photons will mismatch the exact filter wavelength. When this mismatched wavelength is out of the filter wavelength range, no returned photons can pass the filter and the laser is not lasing. The relationship between the sweeping frequency and the filter linewidth is then obtained as
where f 0 is the center mode-locked frequency, f δ is FWHM of the laser output power profile with respect to the detuning of frequency. For eff n =1.45, L=3.3 km, Eq. (7) gives the mode- (7) gives the filter linewidth as δλ =0.197 nm, which agrees well with the experimental value of 0.2 nm. The linewidth was measured at the circulator port 3 using an optical spectrum analyzer when the polygon is stationary, where the SOA acted as a wideband light source. Note that the free spectral range is used to represent the wavelength tuning range. This provides a useful way to determine the linewidth of spinning polygon filters. The asymmetry profile as shown in Fig. 2 indicates the wavelength sweeping direction. On average, higher power on the long wavelength side was observed. When the sweeping frequency of the polygon mirror is slightly faster than the center mode-locked frequency 0 f , the polygon filter will catch up with the wavelength in advance, and thus sweeping direction from short to long wavelength will result in a slow power decrease on average. . This is about two orders of magnitude lower than the filter linewidth and hence can be neglected. Note that the second order dispersion with coefficient of 0.085ps/km/nm^2 has the same order magnitude effect compared with the first order. The FDML laser spectrum measured using an optical spectrum analyzer (Ando AQ-6310B) in peak-hold mode is shown in Fig. 3 . 112.2 nm tuning range ( FSR λ Δ ) centered at 1320 nm was obtained, which agrees well with the theoretical calculation of 111.7 nm. The full width at half maximum width is approximately 95 nm.
The laser output power with respect to the SOA driving current is shown in Fig. 4 . The lasing thresholds for the mode-locked and short cavity lasers are ~100 mA and ~250 mA, respectively. The slope efficiencies for the both laser configurations are almost the same, ~0.134 mW/mA. When the polygon mirror is stationary, the short cavity gives slightly more output power compared to that of the long fiber mode-locked cavity, since the presence of 3.3 km fiber will introduce an additional loss. However, when the polygon is spinning, the modelocked laser has considerably higher output power and longer coherence length due to the synchronized resonance. Up to 52.6 mW high power has been obtained. Such a large output power level is attractive for OCT, enabling potentially faster imaging or multiple-OCT-probe operation. When this interference signal is shaped to a top-hat and ) , / 1 Gaussine( t e evolution profiles, respectively, the theoretical and experimental PSFs at this depth are shown in Fig.  6(a) and (b) . The insert figures in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) are used to indicate the signal evolution profiles. The interference frequency in the insert figures is reduced for visual purposes. The FWHM at this depth for top-hat profile is about 7.9 μm, which closes to the 7.8 μm, the theoretical derived limit for a light source with a tuning range of 112.2 nm centered at 1320 nm wavelength. For the Gaussian shaping evolution profile, the signal-to-noise ratio can be improved due to the suppression of the side lobes while the axial resolution degrades to 13. The coherence length of the laser source can be investigated by measuring the peak Fourier sensitivities as a function of the reflection depths. The PSFs at different depths for FDML at the signal sampling rate of 2.5 GS/s is shown in Fig. 7(a) . An OCT ranging depth of 8.1 mm, corresponding to 16.2 mm optical path difference in air, with only an 8.7 dB (1/e 2 ) decrease in sensitivity has been achieved in our experiments. Note that the depth is ~7.3 mm for a 7.5 dB sensitivity decrease. The Fourier components are still distinguishable when the ranging depth exceeds 15 mm. When the FDML laser is switched to a short cavity fiber ring laser by removing the 3.3 km long fiber delay line, the resulting PSFs at different depths are shown in Fig. 7(b) . The ranging depth reduces to 3.4 mm when the sensitivity decreases by 8.7 dB at sweeping frequency of 42.9 kHz.
We used an oscilloscope (TDS505B) with signal sampling rate of 2.5 GS/s to capture the interference signal. The samples for an A-scan was ~4 10 4 × , which is large enough to analyse tens of millimeters in ranging depth for a sweeping frequency of 62.6 kHz. When the signal sampling rate reduces to 100MS/s, the samples reduce to ~1600, corresponding to a maximum Fourier measurable range of ~6.2 mm. When the ranging depth closes to this depth, the signalnoise ratio will be degraded dramatically.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated a long coherence length, high power, wide spectral range wavelengthswept fiber mode-locked laser based on a polygon scanning filter. An output power of 52.6 mW with 112 nm wavelength tuning range centered at 1320 nm, 62.6 kHz sweeping rate and 8.1 mm OCT ranging depth with 8.7 dB or 2 / 1 e decrease in sensitivity have been achieved from a single semiconductor optical gain medium and 3.3 km fiber cavity. The Fourier components are still distinguishable at the reflection depth of 15 mm. For a 7 m long shortcavity, the corresponding power and depth drop to 35 mW and 3.4 mm, respectively when the sweeping frequency is 42.9 kHz. The laser thresholds for mode-locked and short-cavity are ~100 mA and ~250 mA while the slope efficiencies are ~0.134 mW/mA. An analytical expression has been developed for calculating of the polygon filter linewidth from the measurement of the power profile width with respect to the sweeping frequency. The asymmetry of this power profile indicates the wavelength sweeping direction. By taking the merit of linear wavelength tuning, an analytical method has been demonstrated to provide an accurate equidistant k-spaced signal. Axial resolution of 7.9 μm in air, approaching the theoretical limit, has also been achieved. 
